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Hammond Named 2017 School of Opportunity

Molly Schreier

Features Editor
On January 22, 2018, Hammond
High School was named a 2017 School
of Opportunity by the National Education Policy Center (Boulder, Colorado)
(NEPC). The NEPC acknowledges that
most school recognition favors schools
whose students are affluent and have high
access to opportunities. This award instead recognizes schools who close opportunity gaps and are dedicated to equity.
The Washington Post article
that announced Hammond’s award de-

Seniors Melissa Dankwa (left) and Madhu Nallani (right)
delivered a speech announcing Hammond as a School of
Opportunity Photo Credit: HCPSS

scribed why Hammond won: “Hammond’s impressive curriculum is grounded in rich, project-based learning. The
school has eliminated its low-track classes and significantly increased African
American enrollment in its AP courses.”
The team that put together the
application for the award — Ms. Leonard,
Ms. Dunn, Ms. Isch, and Ms. Metzbower — however, know the specific qualities of Hammond that won us the award.
In order to win the Silver School

award, schools must demonstrate advanced or exemplary practices in accordance with the first two criteria, which
are required of all schools, and then must
choose four of the remaining criteria from
3 through 8. The first step of the process
for Hammond was to choose which categories to compete under and to gather supporting documents and evidence of these
criteria. The team reached out to teachers
to gather lesson plans, information and
statistics on the programs they run, examples of assignments, and more. Ms. Dunn
cites the wide breadth of involvement of so
many teachers in gathering this information as one of the reasons Hammond won:
“When you look at the evidence across the
board, it’s not the stuff that I do, it’s not
the stuff Ms. Isch does, it’s the stuff that
everyone does. We had so many teachers
connected with all of these different things
we submitted, it’s clearly a whole school
that is doing stuff, it’s not a few teachers.”
Hammond sent in so many documents, the team actually surpassed the
limit on how many could be submitted —
a limit no other school has ever reached.
Once Hammond made it to the second
round, the National Education Policy
Center sent evaluators from University of
Maryland, College Park to see if the application proved true in person. After being
shown a presentation which described student experiences and specific programs at
Hammond, the evaluators were taken on a
tour by seniors Madhu Nallani and Melissa Dankwa to experience Hammond firsthand. They visited Mrs. Osborne’s Algebra
I class, where the evaluators were sur-

prised to see students excited and engaged
during their group quiz. In an ESOL class,
they watched the strong focus of students
as Ms. Sumihara taught the proper structure of a paragraph. With Ms. Brown, they
discussed her efforts to help AP students
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step up their game and raise low grades and
observed students preparing presentations.
In reflecting on Hammond’s role
on her life, Melissa became emotional as
she delivered a speech announcing the
reward when she thought of the strong
personal relationships she has with her
teachers. She said, “These teachers have
known me for almost four years, and if I
have any issue I feel completely comfortable going up and talking to them. I tell
my teachers some things I can’t even tell
my parents, which is kind of amazing. I
don’t think I could find this anywhere else.”
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Read more information on Hammond’s
recognition as a School of Opportunity
on hhsbearpress.com

HAMMOND STUDENTS TAKE ACTION:
Changes Must Be Made to Stop Gun Violence

Tigerlily Johnson and Kylie Potter
Staff Writer and Editor-in-Chief

All across the country, students
have participated in several walkouts following the mass school shooting in
Florida on Wednesday, February 14th.
On Tuesday, February 20th, the Florida
state House declined to pass a ban on
semiautomatic guns and large capacity
magazines. Florida students planned
a walkout on Wednesday, February
21st at noon to combat this decision
and put pressure on Congress to pass
more gun reform, but their determination has spread across the country and
pushed other students to do the same.
On February 21st at Hammond, many
students participated in the walkout
and contributed to the protests against
gun violence sweeping the nation. There
have been several walkouts that have
taken place since then, including one on
April 20th to commemorate the 19th anniversary of the Columbine shooting.
In wake of these tragedies across
America, a public meeting was held on
Tuesday, February 27, at River Hill High
School addressing gun safety and mental
health. The forum was open to the public,
and filled with passionate teachers, parents,
and students. Howard County’s superintendent, Dr. Martirano, was the main speaker,
and he talked about very controversial yet
important topics. He was open to sharing
his personal life story, and how he has been
affected by mental health issues his whole

life. Sitting in the audience, it was clear
that the stories he shared connected deeply with students facing similar struggles.
The topic of gun control is very
prominent and controvertial in today’s

and parents to ask personal questions
about gun control to a panel of adults
belonging to specific organizations.
Dr. Martirano discussed recent
events that happened at high schools nation-wide, including the
various walkouts that many
high schools are conducting
and participating in. Many
students and teachers agree
that a walkout is an efficient
way to express a peaceful
way of protesting. Dr. Martirano agreed with the movement, and is proudly standing by students. One thing
that makes him click with
students is always expressing that “the children are the
Hammond Students walk out in protest of gun violence, demanding that
changes be made. Photo Credit: Shehzan Dahya
future.” We must listen to the
children, and let them lead the
society. People have different beliefs way. After all, we are the upcoming genabout gun ownership, but the nation is eration that will lead our country. Adults
generally split on the matter. The public might as well listen to what we have to say.
“When people say: ‘Things like
heavily influences how everyone percieve guns — protesting, news outlets, this don’t happen in Howard County’,
and government officials. It has become a that’s where we start having problems,”
very politically charged topic; as of Feb- Martirano said. He is completely right.
ruary 27th, only 60 days since 2018 be- That sentiment has been shared by students
gan, there were 18 mass school shootings. who have shared their voices all year. New
The event that took place at ways to keep our schools safer were introRiver Hill served to provide a sense of duced, such as locking the front doors to all
relief, no matter how small, to worried high schools, and there will likely be more
parents, and assure everyone that change safety measures implemented in the future
will occur. The forum was public, allow- as a result of the recent mass shootings.
ing concerned teachers, staff members, Read the full article on hhsbearpress.com
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Dr. DiPaula Reflects on His First Year as
Principal at Hammond

RenOvations Are Coming In 2023!

The

The

NEWS

NEWS

Kayla Hendershot and Kylie Potter
News Editor and Editor-in-Chief

The Bear Press was recently able to sit down with Hammond High
School’s new principal, Dr. DiPaula. In
addition to discussing how great it is to be
back at Hammond, Dr. DiPaula also talked about his thoughts for the future and
shared a bit about himself. Keep reading
to learn more about our new principal!
Bear Press: As your first year at Hammond as principal comes to a close, looking back, what are you most proud of?
Dr. D: I’m very impressed with the student spirit at Hammond High School,
and I’m moved by the relationships
that I witness every day between staff
and students. I’m pleased with the high
level of academic preparation that our
students receive as they prepare to head
off to college and their future careers.
BP: How has your experience been
at Hammond so far this school year?
Dr. D: It’s been awesome, tremendous,
every day is a good day. I’m happy, you
know, coming to school every day, I’m
just happy to be here. And you know
when you’re getting ready for work in
the morning or whatever and you don’t
wanna go, you can feel that, but I’m excited to be here. And it’s long days. I’m
here late into the night a lot of times, but
I enjoy being here. I enjoy the games and
activities and hanging out with students
and staff so it’s been really wonderful.

BP:What changes orimprovements do you
plan to bring to Hammond in the future?
Dr. D: I really wanted to take this school
year to build as many relationships as I
could, to get to know our staff, students
and community, to figure out everyone’s
strengths and weaknesses, and then to figure out before I evaluate [anything]. I didn’t
want to come in
the first month and
evaluate and say
“this is a problem,
this is a problem,
this is a problem.”
I wanted to come
in and really take
time to see what’s
going on. I know
that we’ve got a
really strong staff
here, and the administration, with
Ms. Leonard in
the past, they did
things the very
best way that they
knew how, and so
Dr. DiPaula enjoys being back at Hammond and getting to know all of the sudents and
I want to respect
teachers.
that there’s a lot
of
good
things
going
on
in the building. I
that’s important. You have to have somewant
to
really
take
this
year
to figure out
one who really cares and then has the skills
what’s
working
and
what’s
not
working,
to be able to make an impact and make a
and
then
from
that
we’ll
make
changes
change and move a school forward. I care
for
next
year,
so
there’ll
be
a
lot
of
plana great deal. I’m not just going through the
ning
that
happens
over
the
summer
to
motions, so I wanted to come and make this
make
changes
for
the
next
school
year.
school the best school it could possibly be.
BP:
What
made
you
pursue a career in administration?
Dr. D: I wanted to have the opportunity to
make a difference on a larger scale, to be
able to have a greater impact and not just
impact individuals and groups of students
at a time, but to be able to impact an entire
school. I felt like I cared a lot, and I think

Hip to Leadership

BP: Hammond was recently awarded
with the School of Opportunity designation. What about the staff and
students at Hammond do you believe
makes us a school of opportunity?
Dr. D: I believe there are so many different programs here that have been put into
place, specifically to ensure that every student gets recognized and supported with
what it is that they need. Everything from
“Good Job, Great Life,” which is ensuring
that every child has a plan for when they
graduate, for where they’re gonna go, what
they’re gonna do, whether it’s a high-wage
job or the military or going to college or
tech or trade school. But then we wanna
make sure that you know the steps along
the way and how to get there. We also want
to make sure with that survey that every
student has an adult in the building that
they can go to, someone they can trust, and
if they don’t, then we reach out to them.
We try to make those connections because
we believe, and I believe, that every child
needs to have an advocate or someone that
they trust, someone they can come to. So
there are a lot of different programs like
that, but each and every program is specifically designed to address the needs of
the students in our building, and as the
year goes on, if we realize we’re not doing
a good job in a particular area, we’ll create
some kind of device or program or mechanism to ensure that we’re catching and supporting every child as we move forward.
Full inteview online at hhsbearpress.com.

Policy 1010

to go toward.” Many other organizers are
Ethan Daucher
very proud of those students who attend- Caderyn Delker
the changes to the policy are simple edits
Staff Writer
ed the event. “What I’m most proud of Associate Editor
in order to use more inclusive language
Hammond High School hosted a
this event is how well our students here
and expand protections, while others are
Last
March,
community
members
Leadership Conference that featured sevat Hammond responded, asking ques- and Howard County administrators came more substantial, such as one revision that
eral special guests who are experts in their
tions, taking advantage of the opportunity together and began working on a commit- will require administration to act on refield from our community such as Dr.Marthey had, overall it was a great day and tee dedicated
ports of discrimtirano to speak on the matter of leadership.
I hope we can do it again in the future.” to the reviination/harassThroughout the day, students had the opMany students at Hammond who sion of “Polment within one
portunity to discuss with each of the guests
attended enjoyed the event very well. Se- icy
school day of the
1010,”
individually to ask questions and advice
nior Class President Melissa Dakwa com- HoCo’s curreport’s submisregarding leadership and how it can make
mented on the rent anti-dission. Edits like
a difference
event. “I think c r i m i n a t i o n
these could drasin the comthe conference is policy. Policy
tically improve
munity. The
very
beneficial 1010 contains
a students expeevent was
to students who all of Howrience when rehosted
by
are looking sort ard County’s
porting incidents
the
SGA.
of how to be a p r o c e d u r e s
to administration,
The
day
leader and seek pertaining to
and increase faith
started off
leadership,
and h a r a s s m e n t
in the report/diswith a meet
I do very much and discrimiciplinary system.
and
greet
enjoy the uncon- nation within
Dr. Massella also
breakfast in
ventional meth- our schools.
expressed
that
the cafeteods they used, it P r e v i o u s l y,
she hopes “sturia that both
wasn’t the same Policy 1010
Left to right: Carson Long, Madhu Nallani, Joel Olujide, Isabelle dents will feel
students and
‘Oh I have 17 de- lacked specifDyson
empowered
to
guests were
grees, I’m a doc- ic language to
be who they are
welcome to The Leadership Conference, hosted by Hammond’s SGA, was a huge tor, I’m a lawyer.’
protect students from discrimination on the and that more students will feel a sense
success.
partake in.
It was people who basis of immigration status or gender identity. of community” in response to the changstruggled in high school, like some of
es being made. Marginalized groups, such
After the meet and greet, Dr.Martirano us are doing and it really spoke to us At each meeting, committee members careas transgender/LGBTQ+ students and imfully
combed
through
Policy
1010,
making
then presented a speech tha showed in- that that situation is not the end of the
migrant students are more expressly proedits,
broadening
its
applications,
and
taksight into himself, which many students world and you can really bounce back.”
tected from discrimination in these new
ing
pointers
from
other
counties’
policies
enjoyed. After this, there were then breakSGA President Madhu Nallani
policies, which aim to help students to
in
order
to
revise
and
improve
our
own.
out sessions that allowed students to meet recalled that, “This event really inspired
feel confident in HoCo schools, their own
Membership
consists
of
carefully
with each of the special guests in an al- me to strive to achieve more than what
identities, and their ability to advocate
recommended
student
representatives,
parlotted time to ask questions, advice, etc. I’ve been settling for recently. Hearing
for themselves. Dr. Massella emphasized
ents,
and
teachers
from
all
over
the
county.
One of the organizers of the all these stories from leaders who are exthat “there are clear procedures in place
Dr.
Gina
Massella,
Director
of
Shared
Acevent, Mr.Liveratos, thought the event perts in their field really resonate with
to protect students from discrimination.
countability
and
Director
of
High
Schools,
was a major success. “Our goals as lead- me because they were sort of in the same
Students must know the steps involved to
believes
the
committee
is
“making
considers in this building is to enable our stu- position I am in when they were growing
advocate for a safe environment for all stuerable
efforts
to
hear
what
the
community
dents to ensure and setup our students up, and I’d imagine that this would apply
dents and the larger HCPSS community.”
is
saying
about
important
issues.”
Many
of
for success in whatever arena they want to many other high schoolers as well.”

Molly Schreier

hot in the original, wooden seats of
the auditorium. The band room faces
Hammond High School has
a lack of storage space and practice
been allocated four million dollars
rooms, and has risers that make the use
for renovations and additions in Exof rehearsal space difficult and should
ecutive Allan H. Kittleman’s Probe removed. Ryan Ridgell, class of
posed Capital Budget Fiscal
2017, spoke on how Hammond is
Year for 2019. These funds are
the only school in the county with
part of a larger, one time conone gym, causing coaches to shorttribution to Howard County to
en practices and make practices
make up for declines in state aid.
start late in the evening and making
Planning will begin in
transportation for students difficult.
2018, and construction will occur
Junior Eric Hryniewicz and
from 2020 to 2023. According to
senior Sheely Edwards also spoke,
the Fiscal Capital Budget, “The
describing their specific experiencproject will consist of a comes in band and choir, respectively,
plete systemic renovation of the
that have left them disappointed at
school that will replace the agHammond’s lack of space and outing heating and cooling systems,
dated features. Eric described the
upgrade the plumbing and elecdifferences he saw was when he vistrical systems, supply new data
ited other schools. “What I noticed
technology and security systems,
at these schools was a discrepancy.
provide new interior finishes
At these schools, they all had a hallthroughout the building, create
way with multiple practice rooms.
ADA accessibility compliance Junior Eric Hryniewicz and Senior Ben Yodzis both represented Hammond at the school budget public hearing on January 30th. At Hammond we have one small
throughout, repartition select arpractice room cluttered with music
eas of the school, and construct build- ary 30th school budget public hear- opened the meeting with the specific supplies.” Sheely first felt passionate
ing additions as necessary to fulfill pro- ing, over twenty Hammond students needs of the theatre and band room, about the need for renovations when the
gram deficiencies and add capacity.” and parents came out to push for ren- including the HVAC system of the choir had to take the doors off the hingHammond High School was ovations to be moved up, as report- auditorium, which must be turned off es of choir room in order to move the pibuilt in 1976, and has not has major ed in the Columbia Flier. The strong during all stage productions due to the ano to the stage in the auditorium. She
renovations since 2007, when Ham- Hammond showing was organized large amount of noise it makes, leav- hopes that this time, renovations will
mond was ranked the third-lowest in by Hammond parent Carleen Pena in ing audience members uncomfortably stay on track for completion in 2023.

Features Editor

a facility assessments report. In the
Fiscal Year 2019 Superintendent’s
Proposed Capital Budget released in
September 2017, the renovations were
scheduled to be completed for the
2028-2029 school year. At the Janu-

a facebook group, Hammond High
School Renovations and Additions
NOW, which has over 400 members.
Many students spoke at the
meeting to attest for Hammond’s need
for renovations. Senior Ben Yodzis

Dr. Martirano named as HCPSS New Superintendent

Kylie Potter & Caderyn Delker

Editor-in-Chief and Associate Editor
As of May 9th, 2018, Dr. Martirano officially signed his employment contract with the Howard County Board of
Education to serve as the superintendent of
schools.. Martirano took over in the fall as
Interim Superintendent. The board offered
Martirano the position in December 2017.
On Thursday, October 26th,
Dr. Martirano held a board meeting at
the Howard County Board of Education.
Two journalism students from each Howard County high school were invited to
attend and ask their own questions at the
meeting. Many topics were covered, such as
equity among students and staff, the social
and emotional development of students,
the amount of homework and classwork
assigned each day in schools, gettings students college and career ready, graduation
rates, and the HCPSS budget and finances.
During the conference, Dr. Martirano stated that his main goal is to make
school a safe place for students, where they
can feel comfortable, accepted, and inspired
to succeed. Equity was the focal point of all
his plans and proposed changes to policy.
Dr. Martirano also advocated for
his vision of a pluralistic society where
all students are accepted and valued. He
vowed to focus on making sure all Howard County schools have a strong level of
equity to accommodate all students. He
reviewed the Title I policy, stating that
“Title I provides support to schools with
higher levels of poverty; looking through
the lens of equity, equal distribution of
funds is not equity. Schools with higher
challenges and lower academic achievements will receive additional support
and intervention to achieve that equity.”
In order to better achieve the level

of equity desired, Dr. Martirano announced
that a new position, The Director of Equity Diversity, has been created and filled by
Kevin Gilbert. Dr. Martirano stated that
“Having equity and diversity in our county
is no longer an option for schools, but an
expectation.” When questioned about eco-

regarding their workload and social interactions in the school system. He plans to
address those issues as well, and claims that
the current homework policy is actually under review. “If each teacher gives an hour
of homework a night, you have 7 to 8 hours
of homework each day on top of sports and
clubs,” Martirano
added, recognizing that there is an
immense amount
of workload that
many
students
have to deal with.
Martirano
believes that preventing
bullying
and
increasing
support and inclusivity in Howard
County
schools
will assist in improving the mental
health of students
and
improving
the learning environment
overall.
One of the
biggest goals that
Dr. Martirano has
is for all students
Dr. Martirano outlined his goals as the new Superintendent of HCPSS.
to graduate from
nomic disparities between schools and how high school and continue on to college,
his team plans to combat the negative im- the military, a trade school, or any othpact that poverty has on student achieve- er path students decide to take. He acment in lower-income communities, Dr. knowledged that Howard County has a
Martirano stated that “The achievement 93% graduation rate, which is higher than
and opportunity gaps start at birth, based the state or national average, but there is
on things such as poverty and wealth. We still room to improve. The seven percent
need to provide more opportunities to en- who did not graduate, he explains, are
gage with additionally challenged families.” important. Seven percent of all of the stuDr. Martirano also addressed the dents in Howard County is between 300
stress-levels that students are faced with and 400 students. “If young people don’t

graduate,” Martirano explained, “they
are almost destined for a challenged life.”
In order to ensure that all students graduate high school and lead a
productive life, Dr. Martirano proposes
early intervention to students who show
signs of not graduating, as well as providing more advancements for students
that do not plan on going to college. More
programs for career development and
workforce training will be introduced in
order to accommodate those students
with different plans after high school.
HCPSS has an $820M budget,
and Dr. Martirano has completely reordered the budget within his first two weeks
as superintendent; the new budget will
provide more support to different areas
of the schools, such as the media centers.
Redistricting is, unfortunately, a
necessary action to take in the improvement of our school system. Dr. Martirano
stated that he “had no choice but to engage
in a robust redistricting process, due to
many schools being overcrowded or undergrounded. For instance, we have Centennial, Long Reach, and Howard, which
are all over capacity, but then we also have
Oakland Mills and River Hill, which are
still under capacity. There are currently
four plans to redistrict, but I know there are
better ways to address redistricting other
than disrupting communities; we will begin redistricting once the 13th high school
opens. We want to expand our opportunities, but we must first have a foundation.”
The concerns of the students
are central to Martirano, and he wants
to ensure that they receive the best opportunities and education available to
them. He believes that we can continue
to make HCPSS the best school system to
make students college and career ready.
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SPORTS
STUDENT ATHLETES AT HAMMOND
SCHOLARSHIP & COLLEGE COMMITMENT PROFILES

This year Hammond is very proud to announce that we have had 11 student-athletes commited to play sports in college, with a few more still
yet to commit. These wonderful student athletes have put in countless hours in the classroom and on the field/court and should be commended for their dedication to both academics and athletics. The Class of 2018 commits exemplifies the best that Hammond has to offer and we
are so proud of all of them.
- Michael Lerner, A.A.M., Hammond High School
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Wrestling Coach William Yeo recieves Coach of the Year

Shehzan Dahya

Photography Editor
Mr. William Yeo, Hammond’s
head wrestling coach, was awarded the the Maryland Wrestling Coach
of the Year Award for 2018. Hammond’s wrestling team went 36-6, and
Coach Yeo led seven wrestlers to States,
ending the program’s dry-spell, having not tasted big victory since 2006.
When Coach Yeo took over the
program in 2015, Hammond wrestling was
looking at only two wins from the previous
season putting them at the bottom of the
county standings. 2015 was a rebuilding
process for Yeo, which meant recruiting
new athletes, whether it be from other sports
or kids he sees anywhere with potential.
In his first year with Hammond Wrestling, Coach Yeo took the
Golden Bears to a record of 7-15 and
surprised many teams with the sudden
turn around, but that was just the start.
That year he sent five wrestlers to regionals, including Nasim Sanders and
Osman Ali, who have have graduated.
At the 2015-16 county tournament,
Hammond was placed 10th going into it
but Tim Schwartz, a reporter from Howard
County Times, believed that with the new
culture and head coach, the Bears “have the
ability to surprise many” and they just did
that. As his first year came to an end many
things were established by Coach Yeo, and
a new motto was established for Hammond
wrestling, “ It’s not given, it’s earned!”
His second year for Hammond Wres-

tling was another step toward rebuilding
the program. Coach Yeo was successfully able to recruit many athletic students
who earned themselves a spot in the
starting lineup without any background in
wrestling. Hammond struggled at the start,
but as the season continued, Hammond
picked up the pace, started winning, and

of becoming top dog in the county.
Even though Hammond made
big improvements from previous year,
the county tournament was a disappointment, as Hammond finished 8th. Yeo’s
goal was definitely to finish in the top
five. As the 2016-17 season came to a
close, there were only two seniors left

Senior night at Hammond High School, wrestlers celebrate after beating Lackey High School

took first place in the Edmondson tournament. The momentum from his first year
was evident in practice and showed on the
mat as Yeo’s team finished 21-13 his second
year. Huge improvements were made, and
other teams in the county were now
aware that Hammond was on the verge

from the roster going into next year.
Coach Yeo took the offseason as an opportunity to close the gap
of inexperience between his team, taking many of his wrestlers as he could
to offseason camps and practices to
get them ready for big year coming.

Mr.
Lerner,
Hammond’s
A.A.M. is spoke on Coach Yeo’s development of the program. “Hiring Coach
Yeo has definitely paid off, he loves the
sport of wrestling, he wanted the challenge of rebuilding a program that once
had state championship runs, and he
wanted to show the students, how good
wrestling is for them and now after few
year you can see everything paying off.”
“Coach Yeo knows what he is doing obviously and the relationship he has
with us makes this team feel like a family, and the culture we’re building here is
different from other sports out there,”
said first-year wrestler Jasiyah Harper.
Hammond went onto take first place at the
Joppatowne Tournament, first place at Westminster tournament, and a runner up award
at the Hammond tournament. The dream
was for the team to qualify for regionals
this year, and they squeaked their way in
as a No.4 seed. Sadly, they lost a very close
one to Glenelg High School, the No.1 seed.
Counties was next and Hammond
crowned it’s first county champion in years,
Loic Tuego (220) as he pinned an Atholton
wrestler in a nail biting over time match.
Hammond had 12 wrestlers for regionals, all of them wrestled tough and seven
of them were able to clinch a spot in the
State Championship. Loic (220) finished
3rd in the state, first wrestler for Hammond
since 2013. Hammond wrestling continues to grow each year, Many in the county
has got the notice and next year they look
forward to add state duals on their legacy.

Coach Smith Honored by NCAA for 25 Years of Service

Hammond’s 2018 Commitment Day Signing Athletes From left to right: Ashlyn
Mclenerney, BK Hewitt, Tiana Swierski, Angel Al-Yaseri, Nick Pekins, Antohony
Perez, Aaron Powell, Joe Pena, Amir Johnson, Dylon Moody, and Cesar Torres

Ashlyn McInerney

Aaron Powell

BK Hewitt

Joe Pena

SPORT: Basketball
School:
Howard Community
College

SPORT: Football
School:
Lincoln University

SPORT: Softball
School:
Salisbury university

SPORT: Football
School:
Stevenson University

Tiana Swierski

Amir Johnson

Angel Al-Yaseri

Dylon Moody

SPORT: Field Hockey
School:
Washington and
Jefferson
University

SPORT: Football
School:
Kenyon College

Nick Pekins

SPORT: Lacrosse
School:
Howard Community
College

SPORT: Football and
Lacrosse

School:
Norwich University

Cesar Torres

SPORT: Soccer
School:
Howard Community
College

SPORT: Football
School:
Wesly College

Anthony Perez

SPORT: Soccer
School:
Howard Community
College

Tyler Walters and Shehzan Dahya

been seen in the eyes of Smith. Wrestling
captain Jordan Davis a junior reflected,
“Smitty is the most
caring person I’ve ever
met, and there is nothing he won’t do to help
a student or one of his
athletes. Without Smitty
Hammond High School
would not be the same.”
“Smitty is a
person that would put
his students and athletes in front of himself because that’s how
much he cares.” Caitlin Pettengill number
two on the lacrosse
Coach Smith watching his team compete in the Maryland State tournament.
field had this to say
about the legend.
As the best of the best battled for
“Even though he has retired from coaching
the NCAA state wrestling championship
girls lacrosse, we will carry his wisdom
in Cleveland Ohio our very own Coach
and great coaching with us.” One thing
William Smith received the Twenty Five
that this reporter (Walters) will always
Year Service award from the National Colremember is how much he cared for each
legiate Athletic Association. Three Hamof us, he was and still is someone we
mond coaches (William Yeo, Alex Abarcan talk to about anything we need help
mat, and Bill Smith) were in attendance.
with, from college to homelife. As one
Coach Smith has coached wresof the author of this Article and captain
tling, football, boys soccer, boys lacrosse
of both the football and wrestling teams
& girls Lacrosse. Smith has been in the
I would like to say that Smitty wants the
Hammond family since 1983. Hammond’s
best for everyone and he will not stop
Athletic Directory, Mike Lerner, reflected
until he pushes you to be the best you.
on Coach Smith’s impact at Hammond.
Wrestling captain Loic Tuego
“Coach Smith has been helping stusays that “Smitty does more than coach,
dents-athletes for over thirty years here at
he teaches life lessons. Life lessons that we
Hammond High School and throughout
will use later on in life. On top of being
Howard County. I have never met another
one of the best coaches in the buisness.”
coach who was more passionate about helpSmitty has been coaching since he came to
ing student-athletes than Coach Smith. He
Hammond and has taken many sports such
has always and will always continue to help
as football and wrestling to championship
student-athletes reach their potential and
peaks. Smitty is not just a coach but mentor
help them learn life-lessons along the way.”
for many of his players and wrestlers”
As an assistant, Coach Smith just
Hammond’s students have benefinished the wrestling season with a refitted from Coach Smith’s mentorship both
cord of 32-6. Many championships have
on and off the field. Senior Justin Andrews,
Sports Editors

a football player and a wrestler who has ous lives impacted through his mentoring
been highly influneced by smitty to alwys and leadership. Smith is a great coach, and
be the best he can be even on his worst an even better person. Hammond High
days. “Smitty sets a standard and we live School is lucky to have him.” says Will
by that standards. Smitty has been there Yeo head of the wrestling program and
for me not just in sense of teaching me Special Education ITL at Hammond High.
Marriotts Ridge, new athletic dihow to wrestle but also teaching me how
to tackle personal issues at home and also recotor and former head coach of lacrosse
schools. As a senior I will miss him the at Hammond Christopher Reagle also
most out of any coaches I’ve had over the praised on his achievment. “Coach Smith
years.” speaks out senior Justin Andrews. has been an insipiration to several generSmitty is a great mentor and a ations of athletes turned out to coaches.
spirit animal for many but it’s his mentality He has always instilled the values of hard
that his students and players love the most . work, dedication and caring above all else.”
As high praises and honors come
“He carries this dog mentality all time with
him that I think that’s what seprates him and pave Smitty’s carrer, this reporter (Dafrom everyone. He doesn’t want us [wres- hya) would like to add a statement.“We
tlers] to go out there and win but he wants are thankful and blessed to have one of
us to do it with a statement that we are the best coaches to help us as we become
someone that you never want to see again, adults. Without Smitty we would not learn
especially on the mat” says Shehzan Da- the lesson of faith, comptetivness, focus,
hya a junior and the 106 pounder from the commitment, time-managment, and we
Hammond High wrestling program. Not are thankful for the time you pushed us
just students and athletes prasise Smith for when we lost faith in oursleves but it was
his work but coaches and collegues also you who pushed and made us fight adveradmire his hard work and dedication to his sity everyday. Thank You Coach Smitty.”
job. “Coach Smith is the embodiment of This thank you letter is to you on behalf
what being a coach should look like. He of every single athlete you have coached.”
takes the time to get
to know athletes both
in the wrestling room
and in their lives. His
constant desire to
push individuals beyond there comfort
level is validated by
several junior league
state championships
with the Warhawks,
County, Region, and
State titles with Hammond, and countless
individual champions. More impressive
than the champion- Coach Smith receivung his award with the other coaches honored by the NCAA
ships are the numerin Clevland OH.
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TECH EDITORIALS
Android vs. iOS
Joshua Olujide
Editorials Editor

The classic Android vs. iOS argument. A debate almost as old as time itself
(you know, since our lives as we know
them now really began about 10 years ago).
Made by Google and Apple (respectively), these two operating systems
(OS) have been competing with each other for some time now. That competition
has led to various online debates and intense online discussions,
even
leading to some
physical (and fatal) fights. Today,
however, I am going to put an end
to this fight once
and for all. Here
is why Android is
superior to iOS.
F i r s t
of all, let’s talk
about the features
of Android devices that iOS devices lack.
Most Android smartphones and tablets
have the capability of removable batteries
and expandable storage, so that you can
easily switch out an old battery for a new
one, or have more space on your phone
by simply inserting an micro SD card.
With an iPhone, you’re stuck
with the amount of storage that they give
you. And you’re also stuck with a battery
that you can’t switch out at all, which
can be extremely frustrating in those
moments when you phone dies suddenly when you still had 71% power left.
Plenty of iPhone users know
the struggle. Whether or not you’re get-

ting an Android or an iOS device (should
be Android though), you don’t want to
pay and arm and a leg for it. That’s why,
yet again, Android wins in this category.
You can buy Android phones for
as little as $120 unlocked, and it’ll still give
you value for your money. iPhones, on the
other hand, will almost always cost you a
minimum of about $500, and that’s if you
get the base model (which almost no one
gets), or actually get enough cash to buy
the iPhone X, which is literally $1,000.
While I believe that that’s
quite
absurd,
you just know
that blind Apple
followers
will
buy it anyways.
I could go on
and on about the
other ways that
Android is better
than iOS (larger
market share, larger app store, Android Wear, etc.). But I think
I’ve pretty much gotten my point across.
Android will always have
that innovation aspect that iOS lacks
(let’s be honest, have you seen any real
change in iPads ever since the iPad 3?).
Don’t believe me? Then just search
for the argument, and you might be interested in what other sites have to say about it.
Android stays connected to the
user experience, and that’s their main focus. They’ve always been one step ahead,
and as long as they continue their flow of
innovation running, they’ll always be on
top. And it just gets better and better every
year, always improving itself to perfection.

Animal Crossing Mobile!
A Village In Your Pocket!

Tigerlily Johnson

Staff Writer
Animal Crossing is making
a comeback, from what was originally a game started for Gamecube, DS
and Wii, is now being available in app
stores for smartphones! Animal Crossing is a video game created by Nintendo
that enables players to create a character and live in a village with other computer-simulated animal citizens. The
character can
do
various
things,
like
complete jobs
for Tom Nook
(the owner of
the store and
house
owning), planting
flowers, transporting
mail
to
residents,
and of course paying off your mortgage!
The objective of the game is to upgrade
your house and pay off your mortgage
on your player’s house, but with a bigger
house comes more responsibilities. Animal
Crossing isn’t only a fun virtual game, but it
serves as a relaxing and stress-free pastime.
Many dedicated fans have held onto the
game over these 12 years, and sporadically
played for the nostalgic feeling more recently. The new Animal Crossing app for
smartphones debut in late November, and
is titled “Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp.”
Revenue and download ratings are expected to be very high, breaking the app
store’s record for most downloaded.

A long time player of the game, Samantha
Martin, a junior at Hammond, is excited to
see the new changes the game will include.
“I used to play Animal Crossing as a child,
and I’m excited to see what is new to the
game.” Since this game is projected towards older electronics, like a Wii and DS,
the graphics are heavily pixelated. Though
the point of Animal Crossing is meant to
be cartoon-like, Samantha expects the
graphics to be clearer, and more characterized for the animal’s personality. “I think it
won’t be as expansive, since
it is only for
your phone. I
hope it will be
more interactive, like connecting with
your friends to
play the game.
That will attract
more
people to play if they can with friends.”
The app was very successful, #1 in app
stores for quite some time. The Nintendo
website, allows players to scan Animal
Crossing amiibo figures to invite them
to your Campground area. The characters play off the theme of camping, with
an RV, campground, and background
setting. This smartphone version of “Animal Crossing” is also giving younger
players an experience they may have
been too young for when “Animal Crossing” was first available on DS and Wii.
To read the full article, visit the Bear
Press website at hhsbearpress.com

EDITORIALS

iPhone X

Comparison

Zyon Sampson

The Bear Press Debates: School Start Times

No Change

Is It Worth It?

Arts & Entertainment Editor
Apple unveiled three of their
latest iPhones, the iPhone 8, 8+ and
because of the 10th anniversary of
their very first iPhone, the iPhone X.
Out of the three phones ap-

Aubryanna Lee, a junior Hammond High School student said “It’s not
worth it because we’re paying $999 for
features that we don’t want or features that
some of us will never use.” But don’t give up
on the iPhone X just yet, if you’re upgrading from a base model iPhone 7, 7+ you’re

ple unveiled, the iPhone X came
with the most hype and dropped jaws
at the starting price point of $999.
Despite the high starting price
point, the iPhone X has an abundance of
impressive new features. The iPhone X has
a screen that runs from corner to corner, a
faster processor due to apple’s A11 Bionic chip, a dual 12 megapixel wide angle
and telephoto lense camera, face ID, a true
depth 7 megapixel front facing camera with
portrait mode cable of recording in 1080p,
wireless charging, and according to Apple
this iPhone will have “The most durable
glass ever in a smartphone, front and back.”

going from 32 gigabytes to 64 gigabytes of
storage with the new base model iPhone X.
Morgan Sampson, a freshman at
Hammond High School said “I don’t know
about everybody else, but I need extra
storage on my phone at all times, I would
definitely get the X because of that.”
It’s been 10 years since Apple
changed the game with their first generation iPhone being the first to have an onscreen keyboard and a multi touch display.
10 years later Apple is taking their second
leap into the future with the iPhone X, but
it’s up to the people to accept the price.
Are you willing to accept the price ?

All About Facial Recognition

Amina Jamil
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Your Face Is The Key

Managing Editor
We all have heard of the new iPhone X, and its’ most prominent feature:
facial recognition. Users are able to use facial recognition to unlock their phones and
even to use Apple pay. But, how exactly
does facial recognition work? What even
is facial recognition? It is a relatively new
technology, so
there are still
some unknown
aspects to it, but
the overall software is simple.
Facial recognition is a technology
that
works by identifying a person’s
face in order to
perform actions
such as unlocking a phone.
It works by
calculating the nodal points of a person’s
face. Basically, it calculates the distances
between prominent features (eyes, nose,
etc.) and uses those points as coordinates
in order to create a face map. A person typically has 80 nodal points (New Economy).
Once the coordinates are gathered, the operating system creates a faceprint based on
the information. The software pays special
attention to to specific measurements such
as the distance between eyes and the width
of cheekbones. Even though this process
seems foolproof, it is still prone to many
mistakes and miscalculations. One major

problem with the face mapping technique
is that it runs into problems whenever a
person’s face changes. It get thrown off by
different angles, lighting, and facial expressions. However, Apple’s facial recognition
software is more advanced because it uses
3D sensors, which have been developed in
order to gauge depth in addition to nodal points (New Economy). By perceiving

depth, it allows the software to more accurately map the face because it takes jaw
shape, eye socket depth, and nose contour
into consideration. However, the software
is still not advanced enough to tell identical
twins apart. It is also bypassable with a face
mask and some simple tools. Overall, facial
recognition has the potential to change how
society operates on a technological level.
To read the full article, visit the Bear
Press website at hhsbearpress.com

Change

Why School Start Times Should Remain the Same
Makayla Buecker
Social Media Editor

An abundance of students let
out a sigh of relief when the Howard
County Board of Education released
their decision to keep school start times
the same next year. While the extra hour
or two of sleep may have been nice, that
would have been the only benefit of this
change because where there is a later

ply impossible for me to fit in homework,
showering, eating, and time for myself”.
Not only would this be unfortunate for our
students, but also for the schools themselves. Keep in mind that there aren’t
lights on all Howard County sports fields.
If practices or games happened while
the sun was setting these lights would
be mandatory, meaning that this change
would cost the county a lot of money.
The

Meadow Borlik

Why We Should Start School Later

Staff Writer

School starting times have always been a problem for middle and
high school students. Most schools start
at 7am, leaving students with about one
hour at least to be prepared and ready for
school. With this starting time, many kids
are limited to certain activities that must
be done in the morning in order to have

On Dr. Craig Canaparis website, he explains and incident where a teen came in
claiming he had insomnia. The student then
explained that by the time he finished his
homework, it was 12am, and school for him
began at 7am leaving him 6 hours to sleep
before he had to get up and get ready for
school. The student, like many others, also
participates in after school activities and
usually doesn’t start doing his homework

Skylar Shaffer catches some Z’s during B lunch

start time, there is also a later dismissal.
What about our student athletes? Practices and games would still have to occur
after school, but this later dismissal would
mean that they would be an hour or two
later than usual. Hammond senior Caitlin
Pettengill, a Hammond field hockey and
lacrosse player says “With our current
start time, I’m getting home at 6:15pm,
as practice ends a 6:00, and have at least
two hours of homework to do, leaving
me only an hour and a half to eat, shower, and relax. If school starts an hour later
and all of that is pushed back, it is sim-

m a i n
argument for this change was to prevent
sleep deprivation in Howard County students. So the question is, would this extra
hour in the morning really heal our sleep
schedules? I say definitely not. Think about
it this way - if everything else is moved an
hour later, what’s saying that our bedtimes
wouldn’t adjust as well? An hour later dismissal is an hour of time to do homework
down the drain, which means we have to
make up for that by subtracting an hour
of sleep. For students who are involved
in clubs, sports, and/or are employed, this
sleep deprivation is nearly unavoidable.

Hammond Girl’s Lax 1st win against Glen Burnie High School. Glen Burnie is a 40 minute drive from Hammond in traffic

a good, healthy day. In order for students
to have a successful day at school, there
must be a change in school start times.
With the school starting times, kids are
left with very little time to be ready and
out the door being rushed unless the
have gotten eight hours of sleep the night
before, which most without students
don’t achieve. According to the National
Sleep Foundation, only 15% of students
say they’ve gotten a full eight hours of
sleep, leaving 85% of students with less.

till around 6:30. With the excessive school
work and limited amount of time to finish
it, we end up with sleep deprived students.
Sleep deprivation is something that can be
found in a lot of high school students and
is something that needs to be focused on.
According to CFAH, sleep deprivation can
cause daytime drowsiness, headaches, depression, and poor performance at school.
To read the full article, go to the official
Bear Press website at hhsbearpress.com

Intellectual vs. Athletic Sports: Are They Equal?
Amina Jamil & Ethan Daucher high school, playing a sport is strongly rec-

Managing Editor & Staff Writer
You have probably checked sports
news at some point in your life. When you
hear the word “sport” you automatically
think football and basketball. Athletic sports
have always been a more popular topic of
interest. However, intellectual sports have
their own fan base that is currently on the

ommended, and it looks good on college
applications, but this is geared towards
athletic sports. If intellectual sports were
recognized more, it could open up a world
of opportunities for students that are interested in intellectual sports. Hammond has
a variety of sports ranging from football to
lacrosse and even dance, but intellectual
“sports”
teams are
not recognized
as competitive
sports.
Hammond
does have
a robotics
team that
participates in
competitions and
a debate
Hammond High School Robotics Team
team and
mock trial.
Chess
is
one
of
the
most
common
comrise. An intellectual sport, or mind sport, is
petitive
mind
sports,
yet
Hammond
does
a sport or game that relies on a participant’s
not
have
a
chess
team
or
even
a
chess
club.
mental ability, as opposed to their physical
strength. Therefore, the player is using a This disparity between intellectual and athdifferent kind of muscle: the brain. A few letic sports leaves many students without
examples of mind sports are chess, sudo- the ability to participate in a sport that they
ku, debate, math team, and robotics. Chess can excel at. Many students are not athis the most widely known out of the four. letic, but they are good at chess or other
Even though chess has been recognized as mind sports. Since chess is such a popular
a sport in many countries, it is still not uni- mind sport, there should at least be a chess
versally accepted as a competitive sport. In club. Out of the 12 high schools in Howard

County, 10 out of 12 of those have some vide students with the opportunity to
sort of chess club or team. Hammond and earn scholarships.” Some people are
Oakland Mills are the only schools that do aware of the merits involved with benot have a chess club or team. Having a ing involved in an intellectual sports,
chess club would provide students who do but many more people still do not know.
not play athletic sports with an opportu- Many students believe that intellectunity to discover something else that they al sports, chess and debate in particular,
can be good
at playing. It
would
also
help bridge the
gap between
intellectual and
athletic sports.
Many students
are interested
in intellectual sports such
as chess and
debate, but do
these intellectual sports get
enough attention? A population of Hammond students
believe
that
these activities
deserve more
Hammond High School JV Football team in early season weight training
recognition
than they receive. A student’s response to the topic of should be given more attention. An offigiving more recognition to these intellectual cial chess team and debate team are the
sports was: “Yes, intellectual sports should first step in achieving this. Once teams
receive more recognition because many are established, more people will start
students excel at them. For example, our paying attention to them. They might not
robotics team did extremely well last year. be as popular as football or basketball,
These intellectual sports also pro- but if they are getting the recognition
that they deserve, then it will be worth it.
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Green Eggs and Hammond: It’s Academic’s Annual Tournament

Aidan Borsh

Staff Writer
Hammond’s It’s Academic team
competed in their annual TV show taping. It’s Academic is a trivia competition styled like jeopardy, with schools

everything about everything, we usually
fall back onto what we learn in our regular
classes. For a few vital topics such as Presidents, we will devote time to study them
more closely, and we often try to divide
up the fields between team members. This

Clockwise from top left: Principal Dr. DiPaula, Team Sponsor Mrs. Pfanstiehl, Assistant Principal Mr.
Fleming, Senior Matt Lupo, Junior Andrew Dworsky, Junior Akash Chuanan.

The team also held their own
“Green Eggs and Hammond” tournament, this year taking place on January
13th. All members of the team contributed in writing over 500 original questions in a variety of categories, ranging
from “Endemic Animals” to
“The Holy Roman Empire.” The
plethora of questions made for
Green Eggs and Hammond therefore doubled as a study tool as
the TV prepares for their match.
The 19th annual Green Eggs and
Hammond tournament hosted 38
teams for competition. Teams that
participated came from schools
including Wilde Lake, Hammond’s neighbor, and C. Milton
Wright, all the way from Bel Air.
Burleigh Manor Middle School
and Centennial Lane Elementary
also sent teams, with Centennial Lane’s A team making it to the
sweet sixteen round of playoffs.
All teams were able to partici-

pate in a series of five preliminary rounds,
but in the end Centennial A came out on
top in the finalist round against Centennial B. Mt. Hebron snagged 3rd place.
Next year will be the team’s
20th anniversary tournament, and
they are already toying with category ideas and new questions to write.
Additionally,
It’s
Academic hosted a teacher’s tournament on
May 3rd. Again, members of the team
wrote questions for the teachers of Hammond to compete and show off their impressive knowledge in their own subject areas, plus some pop culture trivia.
This year, It’s Academic’s sponsor, Mrs. Pfanstiehl and Mr. Dunlap lead
their team to victory in the Teacher’s Tournament. Mr. Dunlap believes the Teacher’s
Tournament “is a great way to compete with
colleagues in a fun and friendly format.”
If you’re interested in joining next year’s It’s Academic Team,
please see Ms. Pfanstiehl or any member of the team for more information.

Photo Credit: CBS Baltimore.

all over the state having their own team.
Hammond’s graduated TV competition squad, which included Tristan
Henkel, Kevin Baker, and Matt Uekerman, made it all the way to the semi-finals
last year, winning against North County, Old Mill, Catonsville, and Marriotts
Ridge. Now senior Matt Lupo and juniors
Akash Chuanan and Andrew Dworski
will represent the Golden Bears and take
on Salisbury Christian and Walkersville.
The Bear Press asked Matt
Lupo about the team’s dynamic and
preparation leading up to the taping.
Bear Press: How difficult is it to prepare
for questions that could be of any topic?
Matt Lupo: Since it’s impossible to know

method has proven to be pretty successful.
BP: In terms of categories, what are the
strengths and weaknesses of the team?
Lupo: None of us are very strong in
Literature, Music, or Art History. So,
we take time to study those specifically. Our strengths would probably
be Math, Science, and US History.
It’s Academic airs on WJZTV at 10am on Saturdays. The episode featuring Hammond’s Golden Bears aired on February 3rd.
In addition to playing in a filmed
episode that airs on Baltimore’s WJZ13 network, Hammond’s It’s Academic chapter also sends multiple teams to
various tournaments hosted by schools
around the county throughout the year.

Current and former members of Hammond’s It’s Academic Team, teachers,
and parents cheer on Hammond at the TV Taping.
Photo Credit” CBS Baltimore.

NAHS Hosts Another Successful Empty Bowls
Amina Jamil

Managing Editor
The annual Empty Bowls event
took place Friday, February 23rd. It is sponsored by the art club and National Art Honor Society (NAHS). The purpose of Empty Bowls is to raise money for local food
shelters, and all proceeds go to Grassroots.
What exactly do you do at Empty Bowls? When you come in, you buy
a ticket for $10, which covers the cost

of an all-you-can-eat soup buffet, and
you get to take home a clay bowl. While
you enjoy your meal, there is live music,
courtesy of Jazz Band, and even a few
featured individual performances. It is
a welcoming, family-friendly environment that allows people to enjoy a nice
dinner while supporting a good cause.
Art club and NAHS make over
100 clay bowls each year for this event.
At Empty Bowls, there is
also a table for people to go
and glaze their own bowls.
As Ms. Rosenbaum explained,
“I feel like Empty Bowls gets
better every year, and this
year was our best one yet.
The
glazing
station seemed to be a hit.”
The table was set up in the
back, lined with clay bowls,
which many people enjoyed.
While bowl glazing was exciting, the main event of
the night was the food.
Some of the soup dishes were
prepared by Hammond’s culinary
department students, through the
night culniary students served
the soups hungry attendees.
Many people also contributed
by bringing their own homemade
soups and bread. There were a
variety of soups to choose from,
such as chicken noodle soup,
and vegetarian options as well.

Bowls made in preparation for Empty Bowls.
Photo Credit: Hammond High Visual Arts Website
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ALS Coffee House is Open for Business
Kayla Hendershot

positive feedback which we have been able
to share with the students during conversations and lessons focusing on the coffee
house. It means a lot to know you are having a positive impact on your teachers and
our students seem to love the opportunity
to brighten their teacher’s day while learning valuable work skills in the process.”
The ALS Coffee House Delivery
Service wasn’t only for the staff to enjoy,
but for the students to use the skills they
learned from this program and apply it to
their future
The
ALS
after high
students
school.
have been
“Students
preparing
are learning
their Coffee
skills that
House Dethey
can
livery seruse when
vice for sevpreparing
eral weeks,
for life after
organizing
high school
orders and
in a work or
getting evmeaningful
erything
day
setready. Acting. Stucording to
dents
are
Ms. Hamable to take
mond,
a
the
skills
Students Kevin Myers, Will Seaman, and Joel Osei-Nsalot of work
learned
orders for their coffee break. within the school
is put into the pro- foah, prepare teachers’
Photo Credit: Ms. Hammond
cess. “It is a month
setting and apply
long once a week lesson process where those skills within our enclave and work
students first select what food and drink study programs offered at Hammond High
items to serve during the upcoming cof- School or use those skills to show they
fee break, speak about proper hygiene and are ready to move into one of these work
work appropriate behaviors as well as nec- programs.” says Ms. Hammond. The ALS
essary work skills during class lessons.” Coffee House Delivery service brightThe students also organized the or- ened everyone’s day and the program itders and delivered them to the self is a learning, growing, and a happy
staff in beautifully decorated bags. contribution to Hammond High School.
With all of this hard work put in, The program will continue in May, with
the ALS Coffee House Delivery service was the new drink choice of unsweetended ice
a success, and made all the staff who par- tea. Orders must be in by Wednesday, May
ticipated very happy. “Staff seem to really 16th, and delivery is Monday, May 21st.
love the program! We have gotten a lot of
News Editor
On February 12th, 2018, ALS
students delivered breakfast right to the
Hammond staff’s classroom door, bringing
smiles to many faces. ALS, if you didn’t
know, stands for Academic Life Skills,
and is a program where students earn a
graduation certificate instead of a diploma by learning skills that they can use
when preparing for life after high school
in a work or meaningful day setting.

Along with soups, there was a table full of desserts ranging from cookies
to cinnamon rolls to brownies. There were
two boards filled with artwork from art and
photography. The works ranged from Art
1 and Photo 1 to Art 4 AP and Photo 3 AP.
With the warm atmosphere,
live music, and delicious food, Empty
Bowls was very enjoyable. One Hammond student said, “It was my first
Empty Bowls event, and it was so exciting to see all the art pieces on display.”
The event this year was a success.
Ms. Jenkins said, “Empty Bowls was an
extremely successful event. [We] raised

over $900 for Grassroots, and we wouldn’t
have been be to do it without the support of the entire Hammond community.”
Considering the rainy weather,
there were many people that came. This
event also demonstrated the efforts of the
Hammond community and how everyone worked together to make it possible.
As Mr. Blanch put it, “It was an
amazing example of how the Hammond
community could come together to support a local charity like Grassroots.” Overall, if you are looking for a nice night with
delicious dinner and live entertainment,
be sure to go to Empty Bowls next year!

Caderyn Delker

Associate Editor
On Thursday, March 8th, Hammond’s Sexuality And Gender Alliance(SAGA) hosted
a special guest speaker in the Media Center.
Kevin Naff, 1986 Hammond alumni and
former Bear Press editor came to HHS to
discuss his 15th year as co-owner and editor of the Washington Blade, the nation’s
first LGBT+ newspaper. The Washington
Blade is the only LGBT+ News source
that is part of the White House press core.

voices of other marginalized Americans
has always been a goal of mine, so being
told it’s possible, and that it’s been done
many times before, meant the world to me.
I cannot begin to express the significance
and meaning to the discussion that took
place on the 8th. I couldn’t express to you
how this experience impacted me in a thousand words, let alone 300. I can only say that
meetings like this, with affluent LGBT+
adults, could help dramatically shift the attitude of the next generation for the better.

Left to right: SAGA Sponsors Ms Holly, and Reisman, and Ms

Naff shared Hart - Courtney Ellis, Carson Long, Guest Speaker Kevin Naff,
like
with us entertain- President Caderyn Delker, Amber Hunt, Ashleigh Louis, Megan Students
me
deserve
Gould.
ing stories of his
real life role
interactions with
modelsnot
just
the
ones you see
celebrities and politicians, how he got to
sparsely
in
the
mainstream
media.
where he is now, and his journey through
Ms.
Holly,
a
SAGA
sponsor,
felt
as a gay man. His coming out, getting marsimilarly:
“It
was
just
really
awesome
to
ried, and fight for equal rights were by far
have
an
alumni.
He
reached
out--so
it
was
among the most touching experiences he
described. Myself and other SAGA mem- awesome to have an alumni reach out and
bers, as well as faculty and guests felt a huge still want to be part of the Hammond comconnection to him and his story. Consider- munity. He did such a good job talking to
ing that I am an editor and journalist for the the kids, and taking very real-world issues
Bear Press as well as President of SAGA, and making it apply to where they are. He
I felt a sense of duty to learn as much as I cared about how they felt and what was gocould from what Naff had to say to us. Us- ing on, and really took the time to do a Q and
ing journalism and politics to amplify the A with them as well. It was phenomenal.”

				Culture Fest Represents Hammond’s Diversity
Maya Harris and Kayla Sharp

Ms. Sumihara and her children decide which soups to eat at Empty Bowls.
Photo Credit: Hammond High Visual Arts

Kevin Naff speaks to SAGA

Staff Writers
Hammond is packed with various
cultures, and every year we have a day to
celebrate people whose heritage comes
from all around the world. This year’s
Culture Fest, to no surprise, was a
massive success. The much anticipated dances of the day brought the
student body to their feet. The international club presented both traditional
and modern dances from Indian, Hispanic, and African cultures. Similar
to previous years, several students
participated in the festivities by dancing, singing, presenting, and wearing
traditional garb to show off their culture. Additionally, International Club
put on a potluck the night before,
where students performed and brought
dishes from their cultures to share.
Many look forward to this
event each year, as it is a Hammond
tradition. Different clubs combine
efforts to create display boards that
present facts and traditions which the
students can view and learn from.
Students who were not participating
in the event were able to complete a
survey which required the viewing of
several different boards around the gym.
Senior Mariam Shah has been
heavily involved in Culture Fest for all four
years. She is very proud of her Pakistani

heritage. When asked about why she thinks
culture important, she responded, “Culture
is important because that is a part of what
makes people unique, and it’s a part of their
identity.” Shah, a senior, has been active in

nity by allowing students and staff to appreciate the different types of people they
meet everyday. Without knowing each other’s culture or ethnicity or even religion,
we would not understand one another.

Participants in Culture Fest gather for a group photo.
Photo Credit: Hammond High School Twitter

Culture Fest and International Club during her time at Hammond. She believes that the understanding
of culture benefits the Hammond commu-

Junior Timi Aiyegbusi believes culture is important because it tells people a lot about themselves
and serves as a way to connect people.

Timi is Nigerian and performed in both
traditional and modern African dance. To
Timi, it is important to understand culture
because “it makes people more diverse and
understanding of others values and customs.” Timi most enjoyed walking
around the gym and viewing the several boards. It allowed her to learn
about cultures other than her own.
Senior Madhu Nallani, who performed an individual song, reflected on her last year at Culture Fest.
“It’s my fourth and final year, so
it’s kind of emotional. It’s just a
really great way for me to show off
my culture. I’m a very proud Indian American, and I like to keep in
touch with my heritage but also the
modern, American aspects of my
life. But Culture Fest was a great
way to show what India’s all about:
dancing, music, food (at the Potluck). It’s just a really beautiful culture and I was proud to show it off.”
Culture Fest allows Hammond
students to become aware of the different cultures they are surrounded
by when they walk into Hammond.
Additionally, it lets students showcase their pride in their culture,
and share a part of themselves that other
students might not always see. Culture
fest is an annual show of the strength and
diversity of the Hammond community.
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Aubryanna Lee & Zyon Sampson

Fashion Club Struts Their Stuff!

Arts & Entertainment Editors

a fashion club. I really wanted to
make a difference and show that
when my high school principal
states our school slogan ‘Where

valued, but their personal style and
clothing are also valued.” Jenaye’s
motivation to start a fashion club
also sparked from the accepting

The Hammond High
School Fashion Club has become
a good way for students to express
their creativity and fashion skills. It
encourages “fashionistas” to focus
on a career path that catches their
interest before attending college.
Fashion Club is a great way to be
around other students who have
the same passion as you and help
motivate you. The Fashion Club
helps stay updated with the current
trends, fashion business and expanding creativity. With this club,
the students have an opprotunity
to turn their fashion visions into a
reality. The students are the leaders
of this club, hosting the meetings
and coming up with various topics.
They create their fashion shows
from start to finish, which includes
developing the theme, the music,
the entertaniment, and promotions.
The Fashion Club was
started by Jenaye Brooks-Rivers,
and has been a beacon for creativity
since the now-senior’s sophomore
year. “Starting a fashion club my
sophomore year of high school was
a meaningful achievement that
helped me fulfill my desire to live a
Fashion club president Jenaye Brooks-Rivers and other members pose for the fashion show
meaningful life. During a college
and career fair, a representative
from FIDM (Fashion Institute of
atmosphere the Hammond comPeople Are Important’, he not only
Design and Merchandising) premunity reflected. “Hammond is
meant that their knowledge is
sented me an opportunity to start

filled with a variety of people with
voices to be heard. Students spirits
are really high at our school, with
a large range of participation from
diverse groups within the student
body. Hammond gives me motivation and it starts with our school
slogan.”
Jenaye is graduating soon,
which means she has to pass down
her role as president to another
club member. She wants a president that is a strong leader, has
a good sense of style, and knows
the necesities for running Fashion
Club. The club has produced three
fashion shows thus far, the most recent show being May 1st at 6:30pm.
The fashion show was a success and one thousand dollars was
raised at the event. The modeling
was fantastic and the designs were
beautiful and creative.
Morgan Sampson, a member of the Fashion Club, was so excited at the shows success. “I really
enojoyed meeting some designers
and wearing their beautiful, unique
clothing. I also enojoyed walking
the runway for the first time. I cant
wait until next year, it only gets
better!”
The club gave half of the
proceeds from selling tickets to a
non profit organization “Girls On
The Run”.

Hammond’s
					 Prom: A night On The Red Carpet

Aidan Borsh, Maya Harris, Crystal
Mwende, Caitlin Pettengill, Kayla
Sharp

the tortellini as many students commented. theater. Students had the chance to win were packed with students eager to watch,
Juniors and seniors were able to cash, gift cards, designer purses, an Ap- so that nobody could spoil it for them. The
vote for their
ple Watch and more ending, however, left students emotionally
Staff Writers
class’ prince and
prizes provided by unstable and unsure of themselves. Amy
This year’s junior and senior princess
and
Hammond’s
PTSA. Schumer’s movie, I Feel Pretty, was anprom was held at Martin’s West on Satur- king and queen,
Free food such as piz- other option for students to watch. Overday, April 28th. Although it was overcast r e s p e c t i v e l y.
za, Chick-fil-A, and all, after-prom was a success and students
The junior winRita’s was available left happy and ready to fall soundly sleep.
ners were Ellen
throughout the night. A
Hagerty
and
hypnotist also
Ramel Washperformed,
ington.
The
putting
stusenior winners
dents into a
were
Kayla
trance. The auSharp and Ryan
dience laughed
Heffron. “The
as participants
whole
night
swatted imagwas really fun,
inary flies off
and
winning
of their face
prom
queen
and
danced
just made it that
in a “Boomuch more enty
Shaking
joyable,” said
Competition”.
Kayla Sharp.
While
the
Mr. HHS Prince Poku and his date Mykayla Conley
“This
year’s
performance
prom was a
lasted a full
great way to
hour,
those
leave my senior year, as bittersweet as it was.” hypnotized felt that they were
Senior class vice president Cait- only on stage for a few minutes.
Kayla Sharp and Ryan Heffron their win as Senior Prom
King and Queen
lin Pettingill was very proud of how the Those who volunteered were
night came together. “All of my friends put under a trance and instructand rained, prom was still a memorable looked beautiful and everyone seemed ed to do a series of crazy acts.
night for everyone in attendance. The ven- like they were having a great time whether
The main attraction of afue, Martin’s West, was truly beautiful and they were eating food, talking to friends, ter prom, however, was the viewing
fitting for the fabulous occasion. The food taking pictures, or out on the dance floor.” of Avengers: Infinity War, which
Melissa Dankwa receives her acceptance letter from Cornell Uniwas delicious, especially the ravioli and
After-prom was held at the AMC opened this weekend. The theatres
versity just before attending prom.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
My Amazing Trip to Coachella 2018

Tigerlily Johnson

when the grounds are unoccupied, the
Staff Writer
dust kicked up by past festival-goers is
America’s biggest music & arts
still on the grounds of Coachella Valley.
festival. Four endless days full of dancThis was my first trip to the West
ing with strangers, bandanas shielding
Coast, and each second was unforgettanoses from kicked-up dirt, sunglasses
ble. October was the month my parents
reflecting the blistering sun. First ocsurprised me with tickets. Many happy
curing in 1999, the Coachella festival is
tears later, I realized everything there was
held in Indio, California. Pulling in over
to look forward to: the week long vacation
250,000 music fans and celebrities from
from school, traveling to the West Coast
all across the world, this is Coachella.
for the first time, and dancing for hours. I
The 7 stages are set upon the
was so excited- counting down to the date
polo grounds at Coachfrom 180
ella Valley, where artists
days. My
rehearse on stage shortly
parents
before the music festival
went
to
opens. Polo season is
Coachella
typically January-April;
in 2015,
giving just enough time
and ever
to transition for the consince they
cert-goers in mid-April.
brought
As part of the pre-festival
back
a
preparations fresh green
lifetime
grass is grown. Weekof memend One is known for
ories and
its beautiful green grass,
stories; I
freshly cut and reflecting
wanted to
the harsh sun. Weekend
go too. For
Two in stark contrast is
3
years,
known for dying brown
I waited
grass, revealing the
patiently,
loose soil underneath.
watching
My mom and I stopped for lemonade on our first day at
Strong
dust
in
awe as
Coachella.
storms strike the festival’s
the festival
attendees quickly, and when the dirt is
flew by. From the beautiful Instagram posts,
breathed in, it results in a week long illness
to the exciting lineup, and amazing food
dubbed “Coachella Fever.” Wind picks up
vendors; Coachella seemed to have it all.
out of nowhere, and you’re stuck in the
Without a doubt, the most highmiddle of a huge desert. Dirt gets in your
ly anticipated act of Coachella 2018 was
eyes, up your nose, and lightly dusting
Beyoncé. After being forced to postpone
your soul. By Monday morning, everyone
her 2017 performance due to her pregnanis packing their tents up while coughing
cy, she promised to attend the following
up dirt. Locals of Indio say the huge winds
year. My experience seeing her with my
only come during the festival season, oddown eyes was something to cherish forevly enough. The other months of the year,
er. Not only is she an outstanding singer,

Superman’s Grandfather Rescues
Me From The Dangers Of Boredom

Kenneth Apana-Korley

Online Editor
Oh. Mah. Gawd. I literally can’t
even with this show! Krypton is so great!!!
The show starts with the death of Val-El,
the great-great grandfather of Superman,
but this story isn’t about Clark Kent, it’s
about Seg-El, the grandfather of Superman.
The House of El has lost all rank,
and they have been disgraced due to Val’s
refusal to submit to the voice of Rao. After
years of living among the Rankless, Seg
gets an opportunity to walk among the
Ranked, the catch is that he would leave the
rest of his family to walk among the Rankless, and he would be given the surname
‘Vex’, the same surname of the man who
sentenced his grandfather to death. Seg
has no love in his heart for the man that ruined his life, so he wanted to refuse the opportunity just out of spite. This isn’t where
the craziness stops, however.
Mr. Adam Strange comes out of
nowhere to tell Seg that the fate of another planet years in the future rested on his
shoulders. The addition of Mr. Strange
(reffered to as “Adam” most commonly in the show) really complicates things
because his meddling in the past on a
different planet causes the death of Seg’s
parents so that they can protect him and
his late grandfather’s research. Adam
came from Detroit just to tell Seg that he
is responsible for the lives of billions of
people that he’s never even met and will
probably never meet in his lifespan. Ad-

am’s job is not necessicarily to save Krypton from utter annhilation (because then
that just wouldn’t match anything with the
comics!), but he wants to postpone the arrival of Braniac so that Kal-El (Superman
for all of you who have only seen Superman in a movie) can eventually be born
and be proclaimed the Savior of Earth.
As a show on SyFy, you wouldn’t
assume that it would do well in comparison the other DC shows that are out
there, but it is very well put together!
The creators have really done their research and they really focus on trying
to bring the planet Krypton to life. The
technical elements are pretty good, and
they aren’t even that distracting either!
I’ve watched things like Sharknado on SyFy, and they’re horrible. I
know that they’re supposed to be bad,
but that doesn’t change the fact that
they gave me a bad impression of SyFy
shows. Just watching the trailer for the
show without even knowing who made
it automatically made me assume that
it was going to be a CW show, and that
it would join shows like The Flash, DC
Legends of Tomorrow, and Black Lightning. I thought it would be something
that the superhero buffs could get behind
The show is just too good for
it to not get any recognization for all of
it’s content, and that is why I’m totally reccomending this show to anybody
who loves superheros and science fiction.

the amount of effort she/her team put into anyways. The smell of burnt coffee beans
small details is incredible. The background stained our noses all the way to Phoenix,
screen, the marching band, 100 danc- where we landed and started our journey.
ers, outfits, and crowd engagement. Not The first thing I noticed was not only the
to mention I was less than 15 feet away insane time difference, but the heat differfrom the queen herself! It wasn’t easy ence. In Laurel it was a steady 50 degrees,
to get that spot- we camped out in front whereas in Phoenix it was a blazing 97. I
was chugging water
of the stage for
and nearly dying of
countless hours
a heat stroke. Perwith other defect time to pracvoted supporters.
tice being overS o m e
dramatic. The heat
people mentioned
took a few days of
that Bey was the
melting to adjust to.
only reason they
The next day,
came to Coachwe began our drive
ella! Her set was
to Indio, where the
nearly 3 hours
festival is held.
long,
reviving
Gasping at every
us of our inner
passing palm tree,
void that could
this kept me busy
seemingly only
for the 4 hour drive.
be filled by seeWe arrived, and
ing
Beyoncé.
there is a pre-enWraptrance; a line of
ping up at about
thousands of cars
4am, everyone
to be checked beand their mother
fore entering campstumbled
back
Beyoncé’s performance was the most anticipated act
to their tent half- at Coachella, and she did not disappoint when she hit grounds. Once everyone is through,
asleep, half-ecthe stage.
this is where the fun
static. Keep in
mind the 3 hour time difference; I was begins. While you are confusedly setting
falling asleep in my tent at the time I up your tent and having a cold drink, your
would be waking up in Maryland. You can neighbors suddenly become your friends.
only imagine the jet lag when I returned! Sharing sunscreen, holding down tarps.
Wednesday, April 11. Our bags, The Coachella vibe is well and alive.
Oftentimes overwhelmed, this
already packed (besides mine — I’m a
professional procrastinator. It’s bad.), got was an amazing experience I will reloaded into the car and were headed for member forever. Everyday I find myBWI. Airport food has got to be top 10 self telling stories of this hectic week.
worst things to put in your body. Lowest Besides the heat, overpriced EVERYon the food chain. Guarenteed stomach THING, neighbors screaming at 5am,
aches and overpriced coffee. Knowing and disgusting port-a-potties; Coachthis, my mom and I obviously got coffee ella 2018 will go down in history.

No Tears Left to Cry

Ariana Grande Makes a Powerful Comeback
Meadow Borlik

To Cry’ is the anthem we needed.”WithStaff Writer
in a couple of days after the release, the
After a long four month break,
song was number one in 56 countries and
Ariana Grande has returned to the music
had fans feeling a lot of different emoindustry and is not holding back. April
tions. Ariana stayed active throughout the
17th, 2018, Ariana posted teasers of her
whole release and even posted videos and
new song ‘No Tears Left to Cry’ sending
pictures of fans reacting to the newly refans into a
leased song. Many fans
frenzy. Many
were posting pictures
were ready for
of them recreating the
the powerful
outfits from her music
comeback
video, while others lip
Ariana had in
synced to the song as
store, and they
they danced around
were not distheir room. Although
appointed. On
the song gives of an
Friday April
electric and poppy feel,
20th, Ariana
Ariana released a statereleased her
ment saying the song
single ‘No
had a bigger picture
tears left to
behind it. The song
cry’ along
was created in order
with a music
to honor the lives lost
video. Ariana
in Manchester during
MTV called Ariana’s new single, released on April 20th,
fans, news
one
of Ariana’s concert
“the anthem we needed”
outlets, and
while she traveled for
multiple celebrities were all buzzing
her Dangerous Woman tour. 23 people
about her comeback to the music world,
were killed while 500 others were severeand she received a pretty warm welcome.
ly injured. Soon after the accident, Ariana
“No pop star in history has ever had to
dedicated a concert to the victims of the
launch a comeback like the one Ariana
attack called One Love Manchester. The
Grande is currently embarking upon.”
concert included many celebrities who
read Billboard’s review about the singer’s
performed to raise awareness against the
amazing comeback and triumph. MTV
violent attacks that have been occurring
stated “Ariana Grande’s ‘No Tears Left
worldwide.
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THE BLACK PANTHER Roars !

A Little Night Music: A Night of “Great Performances
and Good Food”

Molly Schreier

Crystal Mwende
Staff Writer

On February 16th 2018, history was made. Marvel’s anticipated film,
Black Panther, was finally released in
theaters across the world. Black Panther is the final major superhero introduced leading up to Avengers: Infinity War that came out two weeks ago.
The overall excitement behind this
film has been building for over a year. This
movie means so much more to fans than
a simple addition to the series. Black Panther was directed by Ryan Coogler, a black
man, the film featured a majority black cast,
something that is rare for bkockbuster films.
Before the movie was even released to the mainstream audience, it was
viewed by several critics and received a 97%
rating on Rotten Tomatoes. As of the release
of Infinity War, Black Panther crossed the
1 billioin dollar mark internationally. Domestically, Black Panther is the third highest grossing film to date with $693,788,647.
Black Panther is set in Wakanda,
a fictional African country that is powered by the powerful metal of vibranium.
Centuries earlier, a meteor crashed into
what is current day Wakanda bringing
vibranium with it. The people of Wakanda fought over this precious source until
one day one man ingested the vibranium
and got superhuman abilities. With his
newfound power, he reunited the tribes
of Wakanda. Fast forward to the present
and Wakanda is the most powerful and
advanced country in the world. Though

not many outside of the country are aware
of this due to the actions taken to prevent
the country from discovery in fear of having their vibranium stolen from them.
Wakanda and its people have
managed to avoid world crises of all types.
When the King of Wakanda is killed in
an explosion, his son T’Challa must step
up and take his place as not only king but
as the black panther. T’Challa is determined to follow in his father’s footsteps
as a great king. Far before its release, this
movie was already garnering support for

the cultural and social impact that it was
anticipated to have. Obviously very high
expectations. On top of this, it was also
considered a “black” movie due to the
majority black cast. According to Hollywood, movies like this do not break
records and bring in as much money.
Black Panther definitely proves
this untrue and lives up to its hype. Watching this movie was truly a cinematic experience. Eunice Hawkson says, “It was exhilarating.” The story was captivating and the
characters were intriguing. The women in

the movie were unlike many others. Senior
Illyana Fettang stated, “I really appreciated
the empowerment of women that I saw in
the film.” The women were strong, independent warriors and most importantly, they
were not overly sexualized as we often see.
Although I am not a fil-m expert, the production of this movie was
truly spectacular. There were specific scenes that were shot so beautifully,
they were breathtaking. If you have not
seen this movie, you need to go see it.
Black Panther is still in theaters, months later.

“Just like old times, huh Bob?”:
Incredibles 2 - Summer 2018!

Meadow Borlik 			
Staff Writer

The rumours have been confirmed. After fourteen years of anticipation, Disney has released their first trailer for Incredibles 2 along with a release
date! The first movie was released in 2004
and introduced us to the Incredibles, a
family of superheroes who have to hide
their powers and live a normal suburban life after the downfall of all supers.
Mr. Incredible, who craves to
be a superhero again, begins to do secret
jobs behind his wife’s back for a mysterious company with an anonymous boss.
Things go bad when the boss turns out
to be Syndrome, a former fan of Mr. Incredible who plans to take out all heroes
in existence. The Incredibles now have
to defeat Syndrome and save the city.
After the cliffhanger ending of
the first movie, many Increibles fans were
left wondering what happens next, and
practically begging Disney for an Incredibles 2. As years passed, rumours of the
second movie would flutter around only
soon to be proven wrong until 2017, when
the first trailer was released, sending fans
of the movie into an online frenzy. The
trailer was released on multiple social media platforms and caught the eyes of many
fans of the first movie, who have antici-

music while enjoying some good food.”
Features Editor
Senior Daniela Ruíz Perez was one
of the waitresses at the event, responsible
A Little Night Music: A Night
for taking orders and bringing patrons their
of “Great Performances and Good
food and beverages. “It was an interesting
Food”Hammond’s Jazz Band kicks off “A
Little Night Music.” Source: Hammond experience and it was fun for music students
to try something that wasn’t only music, to
Band TwitterOn the evening of Saturday,
February 3rd, Hammond’s Music Depart- be a part of a music department activity.”
“A Little Night Music” began last year,
ment hosted their second Annual “Little
and has since grown
Night Musignificantly. “I think
sic,” a cabstudents knew what
aret-st y le
to expect and parents
event feaknew what to expect so
turing stusome of the things that
dent perwere a little surprising
formers
last year went more
and
stusmoothly this year. We
dent staff.
had students who knew
As
auit was going to come
dience
long in advance so they
members
prepared
accordingenjoyed
ly,” said Mr. Dunlap.
perforDrum Major Charlie
mances
Schneider felt simifrom the
larly. “I felt like there
Jazz Band,
Hammond’s Jazz Band performs at “Little Night Music.
Photo Credit: Mr. Dunlap
were a lot more chamC h a m ber groups performber Choir,
Chamber Music Club, Percussion En- ing this year, and we certainly had a lot
semble, and small student groups, more fun with it. We kind of had a bettheir food was brought to them by ter idea of what we were trying to get this
music department students. The eve- year, and we’re getting closer and closer to
ning was hosted by seniors Emma Sch- that vision. So it was a fun performance.”
The highlight of the event was by-far host
reier and Ina O’Ryan, who both perEmma Schreier’s one-liner at the end of the
formed with several groups as well.
evening. A reluctant though endearing host,
Hammond’s band teacher Mr. Dunlap
Emma was eager for her hosting responthought the event was a success. “The
point of ‘A Little Night Music’ is to fea- sibilities to end. Instructed to announce
ture student performers, and we had that the event would soon be ending, she
told the audience, “Jazz Combo is playing
almost eighty students perform and I
thought they all did a wonderful job. now, so you can all leave.” Audience memThe audience got to hear some great bers left the event laughing and smiling.

Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty
Amina Jamil

Managing Editor

Fenty Beauty, by Rihanna,
launched at Sephora late last year, and
it has turned out to be a huge success.
Her line ranges from highlighters to lip
products, but what stands out the most
is her outstanding range of foundation.
With 40 shades to begin with, the darker skin-toned community is ecstatic.
Preceding the launch of Fen-

Sephora’s website and in many stores.
Following the success of Fenty Beauty’s
launch, many companies quickly began retaliating with their own products, specifically focusing on dark skinned people. Kylie Cosmetics released a new shade “Brown
Sugar Matte” two days after the release, but
the internet lashed out and accused Kylie
Jenner of doing it for publicity. Estee Lauder also launched more darker shades in one
of their pre-existing range of foundations.
Since the launch of Fenty, many

Fenty Beauty was launched by Rihanna in Sephora late last year. Photo Credits: Fenty Beauty

The Incredibles is set to hit theaters on June 15, 2018. Photo credit: Disney

pated the sequel since 2004. “It was really
cool. I really like how the trailer demonstrated Jacks-Jacks powers.” says Kayla
Hendershot, a sophomore at Hammond
High School on the Incredibles 2 trailer.
“I want to see how Jack Jack fits in with
the family and how they use him against
villains.” Jack Jack isn’t the only one fans

are excited to see in the Incredibles sequel;
Maryah Harris, also a sophomore at Hammond High School, says she’s excited to see
some of the minor characters. “I really want
to see Frozone and his wife. They’re both
really funny. And you just gotta see Edna.”
Incredibles 2 has also sparked
viewers to take an interest in the first

movie. “I showed my little sister and I
think it’s good that kids are starting to
watch movies that were before their time.”
The movie is set to come out
June 15, 2018 and has already had the
world buzzing about it for months with
it’s trailers and sneak peak posters.
Suit up and get ready for Incredibles 2!

ty, Rihanna released a promo video that
left people shaking with excitement. The
video had models ranging from pale to
dark-skinned and even included a girl
wearing a headscarf. The diversity in
her line stems from her own beliefs. Rihanna explained, “I wanted things that I
love. Then I also wanted things that girls
of all skin tones could fall in love with.”
Currently, seven out of the
thirteen darkest shades are sold out on

customers have vowed to steer clear of other
companies that follow the mindset of “one
dark shade fits all.” Of course, no company
really says that, but the lack of inclusivity
has made some people skeptical. Fenty has
been a huge success, and Rihanna has plans
to further increase the shade range and
add more products. Rihanna is said to have
been working on Fenty Beauty for over two
years because she wanted to make sure that
her products were perfect for her fans.

“Cardi B NO. 1 On The Hot 100”
First Female Rapper To Lead Hot 100 Since
1998 .
summer 2017, week over week “Bodak
Aubryanna Lee

Yellow” streams increased by 14%. In
Arts & Entertainment Editor
total, the song was streamed 46.4 milBelcalis Almanzar born on Octo- lion times over the past 7 days. Cardi B
ber 11, 1992, known as Cardi B is a record- is only the fifth female rapper ever to lead
ing artist as well as a television and social the Hot 100 at all. After Lauryn Hill, Lil’
Kim ruled for five
media personality.
weeks in 2001 with
Cardi was born and
Christina Aguilera,
raised in the Bronx.
Mya and P!nk.
Cardi B first started
Cardi B’s success
her career as an exis the first time
otic dancer and bea female rapper
gan to receive pubhas gotten to the
lic attention where
top of the hot 100
she built a large
since Lauryn Hill
fan base because of
way back in 1998.
her “no filter attiCardi B is also the
tude.” She became
first female soloist
an internet celebrity
to top the Hot 100
through Instagram
with a debut track
and in 2015, she bewith no features
came a cast member
since
Meghan
of the VH1 reality
Trainor,
“All
television
series
About That Bass”
Love & Hip Hop.
led for eight weeks
In February 2017,
on September. 20,
she signed her first
2014. In the week
major record deal
of September 24,
with Atlantic Re2017 “Bodak Yelcords, her debut
Photo Credits: : Raven Varona
low” spends a fifth
single titled “Bodak
Yellow”. The Bronx rapper who got start- week at No. 1 on the Rap Airplay chart and
ed from social media is now at number one a second week at R&B/Hip Hop Airplay
on billboard hot 100 with “Bodak Yellow.” crowns the Rhythmic Songs airplay chart
“Bodak Yellow” was the street anthem of and debuts on Pop Songs on at No. 37.

“Eye of the Tiger”
MELODRAMA- LORDE

Meadow Borlik 			 involving heartbreak. The manic highs

Staff Writer

and depressive lows in life are real and
2017 was a huge year for new fluctuate throughout this album. Mainmusic. Most students listen to music in ly intense tunes, the light background
the hallways and in class to help them beats lighten the meaningful lyrics.
Lorde expressed her attempt
concentrate. Different types of music can
at
trying
not to worry about the falling
influence whether the listener zones out
back. She has stated
or focus on outthat “‘Melodrama’
side situations.
is made around the
Many new sucstages of a breakup.
cessful
artists
It tells the story of a
have risen this
houseparty- which
year, and some
is
metaphorical
bands that were
for
the
beginning,
popular years ago
middle,
and end
have announced
of
a
relationship.
new
albums.
The vulnerability
With music beand triumph of life,
ing such a huge
which makes up for
outlet for people
her 4 year absence
of all ages, there
of releasing music.”
is a lot of exciteLorde is known for
ment for future
her raw and raspy
years of music
voice, and that is
being released.
exactly what this
“Melonew album consists
drama” is Lorde’s
of. Her voice built
sophomore
alup against sporadbum, following
ic bass and piano
“Pure Heroine.”
ballads. Melodra“A melodrama
ma talks about
Lorde
released
her
sophomore
album
“Melodrama”
in
2017.
is a dramatic or
Photo Creds: Lorde Spotify
the
highs and the
work in which
lows
of her life,
the plot, which is typically sensationand
balancing
it
all
between
being a
al and designed to appeal strongly to the
music
influencer.
Lorde
is
21
years
old,
emotions, takes precedence over detailed
and
released
her
first
album
at
age
16.
characterization” (Nova Online). This alCheck
out
the
album
today
if
you
habum is highly acclaimed, and recognized
as Lorde’s musical outbreak. It is strate- ven’t already. “Melodrama” is availgically spaced between many emotions able to listen to on Spotify, Apple Mu-- it starts off about being in love, but sic, iTunes, Amazon, Google Play.
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In Other News...

Hammond’s Production of ‘The Wedding Singer’ is a Hit!

Kaiya Bumbray

A Blast from the Past: The I Do’s and I Don’ts

Contributing Reporter
Tacky dresses puffier than a cloud,
obnoxious makeup that’s louder than the
music, and unnecessary drama from your
jealous brother. Sounds just like a wedding
straight out of the eighties, doesn’t it? The
upbeat performance of The Wedding Singer by the Hammond High School Theatre
Department was seen on March 1st, 2018.
The Wedding Singer is a musical
based off of it’s movie counterpart The
Wedding Singer (1998) starring Drew Barrymore and Adam Sandler. The story takes
place in the mid 80’s where Robbie Hart
lives a happy life, singing at weddings and
preparing for his own with the so-called
love of his life, Linda. Well, at least until
she leaves him at the altar and breaks his
heart relentlessly. Because of this, Robbie finds himself in a frustrating slump
of heartbreak. He’s destined to ruin the
weddings he sings at, because if he can’t
experience true love, why should anyone
else? His misery soon changes because
of his meeting of waitress Julia, who’s
engaged to Glen, a shark on Wall Street.
What makes this production
unique is the originality, the music, and
the cast. Although this musical is based off
of a movie, they still don’t use every part
of the movie in the production. The actors
make their own decisions on how to play
their characters without changing the script
or contradicting the storyline. In this musical, there are twenty one songs for the au-

Greenfest 2018

dience to choose their favorites from. Some
are upbeat and catchy, some are depressing
and melancholy, but still funny all the same.
The lead actor, Hosea Mundi,
consumes the character Robbie in such a
unique way that keeps the audience entertained and laughing almost the whole time.

Senior Hosea Mundi as Robbie Hart surrounded by the rest of the enseble after performing “It’s Your
Wedding Day” Photo credit: Marc Meklir

“It was exhilerating, it was fun. Every second spent at rehearsal and sing through,
I was surrounded by love and people I
could really connect with. And I got the
chance to do what I really love to do.”
Both female leads, Emma Schreier and Katie Rees, had the audience
wrapped around their finger with their
shared character Julia. Senior Emma Schreier reflected on her experience in the production. “It was my first time really acting

on her time as a lead in the musical saying. “It was amazing, I couldn’t ask for
a better cast, or a better group of people
have this experience with. I loved the
musical, I grew to love it and the story
behind it, and I loved how the cast grew
together to create such a good show.”
Senior Kayla Sharp played the
role of Holly, Julia’s wildchild cousin,
Kayla reflected on what was most meaningful to her about being a part of the

Congratulations Mr. Livieratos!

What: An enviormental celebration featuring eco-conscious crafts, games, food,
and local organizations!
Where: Hammond High
School
When: May 19th, 2018
From: 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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Teacher of the Year
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so, I got to learn how to portray a lot of
different emotions and get into character.”
The
audience
could
certainly
relatable to Julia’s emotional ups-and-downs, as the character
goes through the struggles of love.
Junior Katie Rees also reflected

Mr. L challenges students to
work hard and achieve more,
but also knows how to support them. His lessons go
beyond the classroom, even
as far as Europe. Congratulations and thank you for giving us the opportunity to be
your students!
- Class of 2018

show. “Meeting new people was my favorite part. It gave me a chance to seen the
different talents that everyone possessed,
and this show really gave those talents a
place to shine.			
Of course, this show would not be complete without the ensemble. The little details make the biggest difference between a
good musical and a not so great one. Their
flashy costumes and choreography take the
play to a whole new level. They sing and
“talk” in the background, never upstaging
the featured actors in a scene, which is one
of the most important jobs of an ensemble.
Senior Joshua Olujide sat down
with the Bear Press to explain what makes
Hammond Theatre so special. “I’ve always believed that one of the best parts
of theatre was the way that it could bring
people of different racial, gender, and sexual backgrounds together, and I saw that
strongly in this cast. Our chemistry, both
onstage and off, made the show that much
more enjoyable to watch in my opinion.”
Junior Kenneth Apana-Korley
came into the show as a memeber of the
ensemble, but left with a wider range of
experience. “I earned the superlative ‘Renaissance Acting Man’ because of all of the
different this I did backstang and onstage.”
And so it can be seen, The Wedding Singer is a fantastic musical comedy that was a hit at Hammond. It kept
the audience on the edge of their seats,
and while it kept left many in tears from
laughing too hard. It may just have given
you some advice on your own love life!

Summer
Kick Off!

The Classes of
2019 and 2020
are starting summer off with a
kickball game on
June 7th!
2019
VS
2020
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